
IKO  SALES INTERNATIONAL NV, warrants that the 
IKO Shingles Thermo system consisting of  

-  IKO Armourbase Thermo AD membrane, 

-  IKO Bitumen Shingles (the „Shingles“) 
and 

-  additional accessories like IKO Primer AD 
and mechanical fixings (as described in 
the IKO Shingles Thermo system brochure), 
supplied directly by IKO or through an au-
thorized dealer of IKO, will remain free of 
manufacturing defects which cause leakage 
during the applicable guarantee period.  

This limited guarantee begins at the date of in-
stallation or at the latest 6 months after delivery.

IKO Shingles Thermo 
system guarantee

 

Type   
Total

Guarantee
(years)

IKO Shingles Thermo AD system 10

Name:  __________________________________________________________________________________________

Street, nr:  ___________________________________ PC:  _______________ City:  ____________________________  

Country:  ___________________________________________  Date of purchase:  _____________________________

Shingle type:  ________________________________  Colour:  ______________________________ m2:  __________ 

Name:  _______________________________________________________________________________Nr: ________

Street, nr:  ___________________________________ PC:  _______________ City:  ____________________________

Country:  ________________________________________________________________________________________

Name:  _____________________________________________________

Street, nr:  __________________________________________________

PC: ____________  City: _______________________________________

Country:  ___________________________________________________

Email: ____________________________  Tel.:  _____________________

IKO autorisation:
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For the sake of validity, please fill in the following information correctly and return it to IKO.

TOTAL GUARANTEE

10 years IKO Shingles Thermo system product guarantee: During 10 years, IKO will, at its 
option, have the Armourbase Thermo AD membrane, Shingles and additional accessories 
repaired or replaced free of charge, if any of the product is proven to contain a manu-
facturing defect which has resulted in leaks and is applied in the following conditions.

Claims for repair or replacement under this warranty must be submitted in writing to 
IKO within 30 days of discovery of any manufacturing defect which results in leakage.

This guarantee is only valid in the country and to the dealer which IKO has authorized 
on this guarantee. For the full conditions, limitations and exclusions of this guarantee, 
please refer to the full detailed IKO Guarantee, available from your dealer or IKO.
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